
intelligent digital out-of-home 



we are voodooh
100% independently owned

+40 years digital ooh experience

white-labelled digital ooh services

co-developed multiple industry innovations

experience with world’s largest media owners

Broadsign + Scala ops and integration experts

established partnerships with:

• VIOOH

• Quividi

• AdMobilize



team profile

Keith…

2016 voodooh
founder

2014 Clear Channel International
Head of Digital and Creative

2012 JCDecaux UK
Head of Digital Delivery

2009 Ogilvy/Castrol 
World’s first DOOH dynamic campaign

2000 Selfridges
One of UK's first digital retail networks

18 years digital display experience

11 years pure digital ooh experience

UKs first large format digital roadside network

world’s first DOOH dynamic campaign

production and delivery disciplines

established industry standards

2007 Clear Channel UK 
UK's first digital roadside network



team profile

Martin…

2016 voodooh
founder

2015 UniLED
Technical Development

Consultant

2014 Co-Founded Enigma 
(became Dooh.com)

JCDecaux
Integration of Heathrow
Emergency Messaging

Grand Visual
Developed Openloop

2009  Scala
First ever API for multiple network 

content deployment

14 years within pure digital OOH

integral to many landmark D/OOH developments

development and integration specialist

developed Grand Visual’s Openloop V1 + V2

co-founder of DOOH.com

technical consultant for UniLED



team profile

Savvas…

2016 voodooh
founder

2015 JCDecaux
Head of Digital Innovation

2013 JCDecaux
Full BroadSign migration

2006 Avanti 
Head of Creative

2003 Yoomedia
Sky TV interactive channel

1999 HRA 
Award winning animation company

19 years digital media experience

head of creative in pioneering UK media owner

head of digital innovation at JCDecaux UK

BroadSign expert with +9 years experience

integrated BroadSign into JCDecaux UK

multiple digital ooh industry awards



team profile

Tina…

2016 voodooh
founder

2015 FTP Concepts
Director

2004 CCN 
Founder Director

2000 ITM Digital 
Pre-float valuation of £600m

1997 ITM Activate
Founder Director 

1992 Imedia Group PLC
Ad group with 50,000 clients

30 years in Media and Advertising 

UKs first web hybrid recruitment directory

UK’s first DOOH emergency message system

entrepreneurial dotcom veteran

public and private company background

organisational, financial & legal skill-sets



specialised technical consultancy

Digital OOH tech is easily misunderstood, or under-estimated entirely. Our experience 
within, and expertise working for, the world's largest outdoor media companies makes 

us uniquely qualified to advise on the full end-to-end digital ecosystems.
From hardware selection to remote operations, systems integration to CMS strategies 
and smart content creation, we can advise and tailor our solutions to suit your needs.



network management + maintenance

Our proactive remote monitoring and management tools have been custom-built and 
based on our deep understanding of media owner day-to-day operational 
requirements, ensuring your displays are always performing at their best.

Additionally, we appreciate that media owners have different requirements so all our 
solutions can be easily customized to your specific needs, quickly and cost effectively.



content + concept development

From animating static designs, to full integration of content with external devices or 
data-sets, our founders have been at the forefront of industry innovation since the start 

of the DOOH industry. Between us we've deployed the world's first dynamic DOOH 
campaign, developed numerous industry standards and delivered various media firsts. 

but we’re still just as happy helping clients with day-to-day campaign delivery.



campaign management + delivery

Our experienced in-house content management team have years of experience in client 
campaign delivery, and offer unparalleled understanding of the end-to-end process of 

file creation, encoding, and cross-platform distribution and scheduling. We also 
integrate bespoke client-side systems into media owners, and offer the most agnostic 

and independent version of campaign reporting currently available in the UK.



bespoke tech development

In addition to the day-to-day demands of scale DOOH network operations, monitoring 
and management, we also offer unrivalled integration and support of third-party tech 
into your internal and external tech stacks. Whether you require audience or vehicle 
analytics, sentiment analysis, data integration, custom portals, or entirely bespoke 

systems, we are confident we can deliver the perfect solution.



on-demand virtual resource

If your organization is planning a tech roll-out, large migration, or systems upgrade and 
needs to boost your tech resources temporarily, we’d be happy to work with your in-
house departments as a virtual team, providing skilled support on an ad-hoc basis for 

the duration of the project. Definitely no need to add tech generalists when we can 
supply a team of digital ooh tech specialists.



a little of our magic



Transport for London
Utilising the VIOOH platform, and in partnership with Time Out, “The Wonderful World of Off-Peak” 

campaign displayed dynamic copy which automatically adapted dependent on the day of week, time of 
day, location and weather, inspiring people to visit different attractions, venues and areas of London.

Dynamic Programmatic

AWAITING 
UPDATED IMAGE

Location CalloutProgrammatic Content Support



Dyson
Dyson took advantage of the UK’s Summer heatwave to activate a temperature-triggered campaign.. 

Using localised panel data across a national booking, the content triggered when the 23 degree target 
temperature was reached, additionally calling out the panel location within the creative.

Localised Temperature Triggers

Content SupportTemp TriggerLocation Callout



ASDA Own Brand
ASDA activated against the fantastic UK Summer heatwave to recommend their own-brand sun-care 

products, displaying their 30SPF range while the temperatures remained below 19 degrees, and 
dynamically promoting their 50SPF range once the thermometer rose above 20 degrees.

Localised Temperature Triggers

Weather Activation Content SupportTemp Trigger



Chef Ireland
Activated only when target temperatures were reached, this campaign ran across the entire Clear 

Channel Ireland Tesco Live and Adshel Live portfolio, with every playout independently recorded via 
voodooh's secure client portal, further complimenting the media owner's own reporting mechanisms.

Temperature Triggers with Independent Reporting

Weather Activation Content SupportTemp Trigger



Beiersdorf
Beiersdorf Switzerland, in partnership with Krebsliga Schweiz, deployed a national Summer campaign 
across the entire Clear Channel Switzerland digital street estate, integrating live weather data to alert 

local users to the current UV Index at each city, and take precautions in the sun when necessary

Location-Based UV Triggers

Location CalloutUV Index Content Support



Sony Pictures “MiB”
Users were invited to join the London Branch of MIB by creating their unique ‘Branch ID’ video, a 

bespoke GIF capturing the person putting on the famous black sunglasses. Once their ID was created 
it displayed in real-time on JCDecaux’s Waterloo Motion, one of London’s largest digital OOH screens.

Video-Based UGC Experiential

AWAITING 
UPDATED IMAGE

Live Rendering Agent Processing Content Support



Suntory Lucozade
Collaborating directly with Clear Channel Create and the Suntory Marketing and Design teams, we 

targeted 29o Sainsbury’s digital screens and 315 ASDA digital screens, identifying each panel 
location and dynamically generating that town or city directly onto the campaign creative. 

Localised Dynamic Distribution

Content SupportLocation CalloutUpload Portal



Alliance Global
Fundamental Media, a leading media consultancy working exclusively across the financial 

industry, collaborated with JCDecaux UK Creative Solutions to deploy live stock market in real 
time to rail commuters in The City, the financial district of London.

Live Stock Market Data

Market Data Content SupportMotion Graphics



Maddox Gallery
Influence Digital and Maddox Gallery, Mayfair, required specialist digital OOH production experience to 

assist in the story-boarding, creative conceptualisation, asset animation and campaign delivery of a series 
of linear Digital OOH executions to promote their Coco Davez “Faceless” exhibition.

Coco Davez ”Faceless” Exhibition

Consultancy Content SupportMotion Graphics



Macau Tourism
Using BlueFox technology, JCDecaux Hong Kong deployed advanced foot-traffic analytics to 

understand the number of people within the immediate vicinity of digital totems, triggering different 
campaign messaging directly related to the density of the audience at that immediate location.

BlueFox Audience Analytics

Programmatic Content SupportAudience Analytics



Tesco Knorr
Deployed nationally across the JCDecaux Tesco digital estate, this campaign tracked the relevant 

Dunnhumby data in order to intelligently “flex” the broadcast of various creative messages in 
accordance to each creative’s particular assigned data category - by store, by day and by hour. 

Programmatic via Customer Data Science

Programmatic Content SupportSales Data 



London Mayor “Homelessness”
Using live weather data, this “Homeless” campaign triggered relevant content only when the evening 
temp was forecasted to be 0 degrees or below. The ad featured a call-to-action, directing passersby 

to streetlink.org.uk to source appropriate help for those caught in the plummeting night temperatures.

Temperature Alerts

Weather Activation Content SupportTemp Trigger



Virgin Active
Collaborating with VIOOH and Amnet Trading, we developed a fully programmatic, location-based 

campaign that allowed the client to easily adapt the campaign booking, as well as the associated gym 
locations and relevant gym offers for those locations in real-time.

Location-Based Programmatic

Content SupportProgrammaticLocation Callout



CÎROC x Moschino
Diageo’s premium vodka brand gave consumers the opportunity to personalise their own luxury 
CÎROC bottle, rendered in real-time. Visitors at the number 1 mall in the UK, Westfield London, 

engaged with the brand to have their creation featured live on the mall's large format digital screens.

User-Generated Real-Time Rendering

Moderated UGC Live Rendering Content Support



Cadburys
As part of an associated in-store Sky Store competition, brand ambassadors approved “winner” 

photos which were integrated live into the creative. This campaign ran nationally across 150 screens, 
supporting competition activity and in-store events at 14 nominated Tesco stores over 12 weeks.

Real-Time User-Generated Content 

Live Rendering Content SupportUpload Portal



Pollen Alerts

Programmatic Content SupportPollen Count

Nationwide Pollen Levels

Sainsbury’s Holiday Shops and Clear Channel UK wanted to target the Summer hay-fever season by 
delivering live pollen alerts across the entire Sainsbury’s network. Using real-time pollen data, we 

geographically targeted individual stores and broadcast the current pollen levels at each specific location.



Dropbox integration 

Mentos “Say Hi”

Mentos launched its global ‘Mentos Say Hi’ activity in Australia via a product sampling campaign, 
encouraging consumers to be photographed imitating the emoticons. The photo gallery was directly 

integrated into Dropbox, with FileMagik automating and managing moderation and content distribution.

Real-Time User Engagement with Dropbox Integration

Content SupportUpload Portal



Oscars Live Stream
Twitter partnered with Branded Cities and voodooh to bring the Oscar's Red Carpet event live to the 

streets of Manhattan on the Times Square Thomson Reuters digital displays. The execution included a 
live Periscope feed as well as a social wall populated with real-time tweets. 

Live Stream from Hollywood

Social MediaLive Streaming Content Support



Global Radio
Using our custom Moderation Portal, Global allowed their own Brand Ambassadors to upload and 

manage photos being taken live at the Global Radio Summertime Ball. Once moderated the images 
were published in real time directly onto multiple media owners’ digital estate.

Live Client Content Moderation Portal

Content SupportModerated UGCUpload Portal



Broadsign DSE Las Vegas
Development of all the creative assets for the launch of Broadsign’s very first fully programmatic 

digital out-of-home campaign. Bought, sold and delivered entirely through automated 
programmatic bidding, the campaign was unveiled at the Las Vegas Digital Signage Expo.

Programmatic  Digital Out-of-Home Content

Programmatic Content SupportTime Trigger



Norwegian Airlines
Norwegian Airlines made clever use of a real-time countdown mechanism showing the ever-

decreasing number of days, hours and minutes remaining until their Autumn Flight Sale, generating 
audience excitement and increased engagement directly with the brand.

Flight Sale Countdown

Countdown Time Trigger Content Support



Nivea “Take Care”
Contextually relevant concept whereby specific geographic locations were constantly monitored for 

rainfall conditions and variations in temperature. When pre-determined conditions were met, the 
content activated automatically within the CMS and displayed on the assigned digital OOH panel.

Weather & Temperature Triggers

Content SupportTemp TriggerWeather Activation



Social Media Content Support

Twitter
Working with real-time data analysis and Twitter Moments, our partners monitored the social chatter 

around the UK General Elections to select the most popular and relevant news stories for the audience, 
delivering hundreds of bespoke creative executions in real time via our FileMagik platform.

Real-Time Responsive Content Generation and Delivery

Twitter



Mondelez Freia
Innovative and fun use of a real-time creative countdown showing the total number of hours, minutes 
and seconds remaining until the eagerly awaited Ikon-sponsored “family sofa time”, associated with 

one of seven different daily broadcast Swedish television shows. 

Sponsored TV Show Countdown

Countdown Time Trigger Content Support



Justin Bieber
Custom built code constantly monitored Capital’s Radio’s broadcasts, analysing the feed to 

automatically recognise the correct track and simultaneously trigger the Justin Bieber creative to 
display on specifically targeted DOOH screens for the duration of that track’s airplay on the radio.

Time TriggerRadio Broadcast Content Support

Synchronising Radio to Digital OOH



Black Swan
“Whose Roar is Loudest?” utilised an always-on algorithm that continuously analysed Cannes 

attendees social media data and secondary networks to determine which attendee generated the 
highest social influence throughout the Cannes Lions event.

Artificial intelligence Content Support

Cannes Lions Twitter Influencer Leader-Board

Social Media



Heinz “Soup”
Heinz activated a weather-based campaign to support their autumn activity for their Soup products. 
Using localised panel data across a national booking, the content triggered when target temperatures 
were reached, additionally calling out the panel location – e.g.“Hey Manchester!” - within the creative.

Localised Weather Triggers

Content SupportTemp TriggerLocation Callout



Kirk & Kirk
Using camera technology and Quividi audience analytics to output gender, colour and eyewear 

recognition meta-data, we used that data to then serve 100% contextually relevant creative, 
matching bespoke campaign content to the individual participants characteristics and clothing.

Social Media Content Support

Camera-Based Gender + Colour Analytics

Audience Analytics



Talk Radio
An interactive campaign which allowed presenters to access a custom portal, select their own design 
template and, in real-time, submit listeners’ thoughts and opinions - based on topics discussed in their 

shows - as live copy-written headlines directly onto large format digital displays.

Live Copywriting Content Support

Live-Time User Portal and Copy Submission

Upload Portal



Talk Radio
An interactive campaign which allowed presenters to access a custom portal, select their own design 
template and, in real-time, submit listeners’ thoughts and opinions - based on topics discussed in their 

shows - as live copy-written headlines directly onto large format digital displays.

Live Copywriting Content Support

Live-Time User Portal and Copy Submission

Upload Portal



UK Government DIT
The UK Government Department of International Trade’s ”Creativity is Great” lion roared to alert 

Cannes attendees whenever British talent was involved in a Cannes Lions Award win, triggering in 
real-time as the awards were announced throughout the Cannes Festival.

Social MediaLive Copy Entry Content Support

Live Copy Submission with Loop Override



Time TriggerReal-Time Content Support

Timex Group
The Timex Group partnered with various high-end luxury watch brands - including Versace, 

Salvatore Ferragamo and Nautica - to provide a long-term, branded live time sponsorship within
Rome’s Fiumicino Airport

Live Time Sponsorship



Content Support

Biborg “Growl”
“Growl” was a mobile-to-screen game where users were invited to turn their mobile phones into 

their own game-pads, controlling an avatar lion to battle it out and be the last lion in the ring. A real-
time leader-board track also constantly tracked users overall position across the activation. 

Interactive Mobile-to-Screen Game

Mobile Interaction Game Mechanic



British Airways
British Airways executed the UK’s largest ever traffic-reactive digital OOH deployment, 

triggering bespoke campaign content to display only when local traffic speeds dropped below 
25mph during key commuter hours at pre-determined locations. 

ProgrammaticTraffic Analysis Content Support

Traffic Speed Analysis with Real-Time Reporting



Content Support

Ghostbusters
Deploying internationally across four different countries, languages and time-zones, we created a 
mobile-to-screen game mechanism whereby the users mobile handset became their very own 

proton gun, allowing them capture the various ghost characters featured within the film.

Multi-Language Mobile-to-Screen Gaming

Mobile Interaction Game Mechanic



Buzz Radar
Tracking data from a variety of social media sources, Buzz Radar used AI to read ”between the lines” 
of the wealth of Cannes Lions social postings, uncovering what people really thought of the Cannes 

Lions event beneath the surface of social chatter.

Artificial intelligence Content Support

Cognitive Command Centre

Social Media



Concur Expenses
Monitoring the average traffic speed at target screen locations, the Concur campaign displayed the 
correct creative automatically when the speed dropped below 20mph, interrupting the live content 

schedule to target the most relevant commuter audience.

Programmatic Content Support

Real-Time Traffic Speed Analysis

Traffic Analysis



Quividi
For the “SnapDOOH: You’re Cannes Lions-worthy” campaign, we scanned and analysed the audience and 

dynamically awarded a humorous accolade depending on the general user profile, with the best looks, quirky 
accolades and personalised images being displayed directly onto Le Grand Screen.

Social Media Content Support

Cannes Lions Audience Analytics

Audience Analytics



Polaroid
Polaroid launched a fully moderated image-based campaign encouraging people to share personal 
photos of themselves via social media wearing the company’s eyewear range to show how they too 

were “Living life at its best.”

Social Media Content Support

User-Generated Content with Full Moderation

Upload Portal



Social MediaTwitter Content Support

BBC Twitter Voting
This campaign asked the public to vote for their favourite BBC characters via specialised identifier 

hashtags on Twitter, with the results subsequently being displayed in real-time across selected large 
format digital screens.

Live Social Media Integration



Action Aid
An interruptive triggered advertising campaign used live meteorological data to match the 

appropriate creative asset directly linked to the intensity of the rainfall levels within the immediate 
Piccadilly Circus area.

Social MediaWeather Activation Programmatic

Interruptive Weather Triggered Content   



“voodooh’s deep technical and industry 
expertise makes them the go to team for 
executing anything in Digital OOH.”

Patrick Charlton
CEO, Buzz Radar

“voodooh are uniquely qualified to 
ensure clients are fully benefiting 
from the intelligence within Digital 
OOH ecosystems.”

KQ Nguyen-Phuc
CEO, Quividi

“You can trust voodooh with even the most 'out there' initiatives, and will 
be happy that you did!”

Stephanie Gutnik
VP Business Development, Broadsign

”voodooh are everyone’s best kept secret. Whenever I 
have a “how the hell do we make this?” question, 
voodooh is the number I call.” 

Dino Burbidge
Innovation Director, WCRS

“voodooh makes the seemingly impossible, possible. The team helped us to successfully 
deliver a complex, dynamic Digital OOH showcase at Cannes Lions, seen by the industry’s 
largest gathering of advertising, media and creative leaders. Their world class expertise, 
creativity and collaborative approach ensured that this high profile activation ran smoothly.”

Lucy Puddefoot
Head of PR and Comms, Clear Channel International  

“There are a small number of people in the out of home industry who have a depth and breadth of knowledge that the voodooh team 
have. Their strength is that they are able to share and communicate this knowledge with their colleagues and clients in a way that helps 
our industry perform at its best.”

Bob Kronman
MD, Kronman Associates

“voodooh are problem solvers, taking a complicated brief and 
making the project happen.”

Nicole Yerson
Director, Ogilvy Labs



how can we help you?


